
Hotel Jardín Tecina
La Gomera. Canary Islands

Different by Nature



“Since we first spotted this part of the island, 
with its privileged climate, we decided to create a 
large garden in the eternal spring, where to give a 
warm Welcome to visitors from all over the World, 
preserving the uniqueness of La Gomera and its 
rich nature”  Fred. Olsen, S.A.

Hotel Jardín Tecina, different by nature.

A dream come true.

Be part of our history, we’ll be pleased to welcome you!



La Gomera
Where is La Gomera located?
La Gomera is part of the Canary Archipelago. Located at the south 
of Tenerife it is the second smallest island of the seven Canary 
Islands, you can reach it by ferry or airplane (domestic flights from 
other islands).
La Gomera is considered as one of the largest natural paradises 
in Europe. Declared a BIOSPHERE RESERVE in 2011, it keeps 
in its forests species that have disappeared from the rest of the 
World. Black sand beaches, crystalline waters and huge ravines 
that descend from the centre of the island towards the shore. This 
strong contrast of the exuberant nature, enchants the visitors with 
a magic that becomes true with every step.
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Living Nature
The Garajonay National Park, (a UNESCO World Heritage Site), with 
its unique ecosystem, is a park in the centre of the island where the 
visitor finds ravines and a millenary laurisilva forest. This intense green 
leafy mass of prehistoric vegetation, typical of the region of Macaronesia, 
has remained in La Gomera due to the extraordinary climate, always 
warm, as an eternal spring.

Its 650 km of paths with different degrees of difficulty go all over the 
island, being the perfect environment for any kind of active sports. 
There are also signposted cycling routes that go respectfully through 
this wonderful landscape.



Unique culture
People from La Gomera know how to preserve their island, conserving the nature 

and their traditions such as “Silbo Gomero” (whistling). A whistled language 

unique in the World, declared by UNESCO as a Cultural Heritage of Humanity, 

which has been used, from the beginning of time, by the inhabitants of the island 

to communicate due to the great distances among the ravines. It is an articulated 

language with the phonetic characteristics of a spoken language. The “silbo” has 

been transmitted from one generation to another and nowadays it is taught at 

schools in La Gomera, since it has an exceptional value.



The sea at its purest
In this part of the Atlantic Ocean, you can watch dolphins and whales 

near the coast, dive in transparent waters enjoying different colour 

contrasts of the sea, discover volcanic black sand coves accessible 

from the sea or go fishing. You will never lose sight of the cliffs and 

ravines saluting you from the island, mountains surrounded by palm 

trees going down to the coast. Blue, green and black sand form an 

unforgettable range of colours during a day at the sea.



Beaches
La Gomera also has some beautiful beaches, it is worth visiting them. 
Near the Hotel there are several callao coves with crystal clear waters 
in a very quiet environment. In a few minutes, you will reach the beach 
of Tapahuga or Playa del Medio, both are perfect for a refreshing and 
energising bath.

Playa de Santiago 1,5 km

Playa Tapahuga 1,9 km

Playa del Medio 2,6 km

Playa Chinguarime 3,1 km

Playa Ereses 10,3 km

Playa Negra 26,6 km

Playa Cantera 26,8 km

Playa Punta Llana 28 km

Playa San Sebastián 28,6 km

Playa La Cueva 29,3 km

Playa de la Rajita 40,6 km

Playa Alojera 46,3 km
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Welcome to Tecina Resort 
On Tecina lomada, there is a dreamlike hotel; A Canarian 
village surrounded by luxuriant gardens that welcome 
visitors from all over the World. Here the word “garden” is 
not only part of the Hotel name but also, it is the essential 
part of the entire resort. With an area of more than
70.000 sqm, its rooms are like white bungalows built 
according to the traditional Canarian architecture. A 
cheerful mixture between the white buildings and the 
colours created by the immense flowered brightness of this 
Botanical Kingdom creates the perfect balance between 
healthy rest and activities in real nature.

1- Hotel Jardín Tecina
2- Tecina Golf
3- Club Laurel
4- Eco Finca Tecina



Botanical beauty
The eternal spring all year round, makes it possible to enjoy this wonderful 
botanical walk within the hotel gardens, where visitors find plants and 
flowers from all over the World: Australia, Japan, Vietnam, New Zealand 
and many more countries, but above all, we would like to show the visitor 
the rich native flora of the Canary Islands. There is as well, a guided tour 
of the banana plantation located near Hotel Jardín Tecina where the 
botanical beauty of this plant and its importance in the development of La 
Gomera are explained.



Rest with views
The Atlantic Ocean will be your loyal companion. A wide open 
view to the sea with no buildings opposite, the volcano Teide on 
the neighbouring island of Tenerife and the lush gardens, all these 
emotional views will gather during the quiet walks throughout the 
hotel. There are corners where one can read a book, listen to music 
or just let the mind go. Close your eyes and listen to the silence 
enhanced by birds singing and the smooth sound of the waves. Enjoy 
as you wish, just disconnect from your daily life, do it your way.





Creativity for your taste
A nice red, green and yellow composition comes straight from 
our vegetable garden to your table. It is a privilege to cook 
dishes carefully prepared with our own fresh vegetables. The 
fruit trees provide us, depending on the time of year, with 
a variety of desserts packed with vitamins, while the sweet 
tooth ones will be delighted with a big range of sweets and 
cakes as small sins that make life happy.

Real pleasure 
The local cuisine joins original chef’s dishes, coming 
up with international courses creations in our wide 
gastronomic proposal that delights the visitors mouths 
in any of our five restaurants: Tasca Fandango, 
Restaurant El Laurel, Trattoria by Club Laurel, Buffet 
Restaurant and Restaurant Gara. Our guests have 
also the possibility to enjoy a romantic dinner at our 
‘Cave for two’, a unique place where the visitor will get 
the chosen menu by zip line!



Relax, Well-being, Eternal Spring
Silence under warm rays of sun, a cooling swim in the crystal-clear waters of our 
beaches or in one of the hotel pools, an outdoor hydromassage pool set amongs 
tropical plants: let yourself go, immerse your body in and enjoy.

In addition, we have created another innovative Open Air space: Ahemon, the new 
outdoor SPA with VIP private relaxation areas, large solarium, whirlpool and an indoor 
area with sauna, Turkish bath and cabins for relaxing, therapeutic or sports massages.

You can also train your body outdoors: yoga, pilates, stretching, golf, tennis, paddle. 
That is what you need to keep your body and soul alive.



Play, laugh, live… and Splash!
We want your little ones to celebrate every day as a great holiday, because the smile of a child touches our 
soul. There is a place where children enjoy all kinds of activities, our “Palmito Club”, a place for kids with an 
extensive fun programme, created by qualified entertainers who will accompany them all day long. For our 
teens, the “Maxi Club” is reserved, a multifunctional space and meeting point to organise activities, mostly 
outdoors such as: tennis, squash, paddle, table tennis, darts, billiards, mini golf, beach- volley, water polo 
and our special attraction “Splash” that challenges both grown up and small ones in the main pool.



Tecina Golf, 18 holes
overlooking the sea
The first thing you will do when you go out to the golf course is to take 
a deep breath. The quietness, the pure air and the spectacular views 
of the Atlantic Ocean, all at once for you! Enjoy every corner during an 
amusing game going down the lane from hole to hole until you reach 
the Club House to enjoy the end of an unforgettable day in this 18-hole 
golf course par 71 designed by the prestigious Donald Steel.

If you do not play golf, you are at the right place to learn… give it a go! 
We are waiting for you.



Earth, Sea, Air. Viewpoint of Abrante (Agulo)
Abrante viewpoint, located in Agulo, is a unique place; a hidden corner and one of the most important 

architectural works in the World nowadays. The transparent walkway hangs over the Atlantic Ocean and allows 

the visitor to enjoy magnificent views of the Canary Islands with Mount Teide opposite.

Test your courage by stepping onto the transparent walkway that leads you to the abyss towering over an infinite 

landscape. Besides this visual spectacle, you could taste and enjoy the typical gastronomy of La Gomera with 

the local Canary Islands wines in its restaurant.

Definitely a must visit in La Gomera.



Health is Taste
To be respectful with nature is to be respectful to 
ourselves. Consuming natural products benefits 
our well-being and at the same time, these healthy 
products fulfil our taste expectations in a very intense 
way. Everything coming from our vegetable garden is 
fresh, organic and chemicals free.

Eco Finca Tecina is our environmental friendly 
finca, based on the permaculture principles, an 
agricultural design following the patterns of natural 
ecosystem characteristics. A habitat of about 
9.500 sqm, divided into 19 plots, an eco-system 
in which life of humans is combined with plants 
and animals in a respectful and healthy way. With 
holistic management of the land we get a more 
fertile soil enriched in carbon, improving this way the 
natural agricultural resources. This preservation and 
enhancement of the natural resources promotes 
environmental and social benefits in a sustainable 
and regenerative way.

Enjoy our own organic harvest, straight from 
our garden to your table: a variety of fruits and 
vegetables in the buffet restaurant and a complete 
ecological menu cooked carefully for your delight.



We do care and we want 
to share it with you
La Gomera is a living nature, an exclusive and privileged site very concerned with 
its valuable natural environment. Following the management philosophy of our 
company Fred. Olsen S. A., and taking into account our natural landscape, we are 
committed to a social and environment policy that defines our priorities: Sustainable 
development and quality services.

As far as possible, we choose local 
products, promoting the environment 
research. We reduce our carbon footprint 
actively; we are committed to social 
projects and we encourage our visitors to 
join us with their voluntary contribution. 
With little, we can do a lot. Thank you for 
helping us!
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How to get to La Gomera
The Canary Islands are connected by plane with most of the main European cities.

La Gomera, due to its orography, has not direct international flights, but its airport has flights with the two capital islands of the 
Archipelago: Tenerife and Gran Canaria.

Coming from Mainland Spain, or any other international airport, the visitor can reach La Gomera via Tenerife South: “Reina 
Sofía” international airport, Tenerife North: “Los Rodeos” airport or via Gran Canaria. From these last two airports, there are 
flights with Binter Canarias that land in La Gomera airport, your final destination.

If you travel from Tenerife South, the best way to get to La Gomera is by ferry with Fred. Olsen Express Lines, from Los Cristianos 
port to San Sebastián de La Gomera.

Once in La Gomera, follow the main road to the south towards “Playa Santiago”, where on the top of the cliff, is situated Hotel 
Jardin Tecina and Tecina Golf.

HAVE A NICE TRIP!

Airport



Valle Abajo
Agulo

Las Rosas
Vallehermoso

Hermigua

Parque Nacional
de Garajonay
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1. Hotel Jardín Tecina 4. Mirador de Abrante

2. Tecina Golf 5. Restaurante Las Rosas

3. Pueblo Don Thomas

Explore La Gomera.
Thousand reasons to come

Trekking

Maritime excursions

Viewpoint route

Visit Eco Finca Tecina

Botanical walk

Cheese route

Banana walk

Visit wine cellars

San Sebastian historical route

Bicycles

Fred. Olsen Express

7. San Sebastián - Playa Santiago - Valle Gran Rey
6. Tenerife - La Gomera
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